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! Use of corpus data in language studies.
! The following sections address:
! A10.2-A10.8: Areas of linguistics where corpora
have been typically used.
! A10.9-A10.14: Other areas of studies that have
started using corpus data.
! A10.15: Limitations of using corpora in linguistic
analysis.
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A10.2: Lexicographic and Lexical Studies

	

!

For lexicographic(辞書研究) and lexical(語彙研究) studies, corpus data is
invaluable in a sense that it has contributed to the development of dictionaries
(1990s~).

!

Corpora are useful for the following five reasons:
1.

Machine-readable (Refer to Unit A1)
•

Extract authentic examples of the usage of a lexical item from a large body of text.

•

Speed of processing.

•

Accurate and consistent; avoid human bias in analysis.

2.

Frequency info. and quantification of collocations
•

3.

Corpus mark-up and annotation (Refer to Unit A3 and A4)
•

4.

Textual (domain, genre, register, etc.) and sociolinguistic (age, sex, race, etc.)
metadata ⇒ allow lexicographers to give accurate descriptions of usage.

Monitor corpus (Refer to Unit A7)
•

5.

Useful for materials writers and language learners.

Track minor changes in the meaning and usage of lexical item ⇒ dictionaries in upto-date.

ComplementJ or refuteL intuitions of lexicographers ⇒ more accurate.

! S. Hunston (2002: 96) summarized changes brought about
by corpora in terms of five ‘emphases’:
1. An emphasis on frequency
2. An emphasis on collocation and phraseology
3. An emphasis on variation
4. An emphasis on lexis in grammar
5. An emphasis on authenticity	

	

! An important area of lexicographic study is loanwords (借用
語,借入語,外来語）.
! Past: Intuitions > Corpus data.
! Present: Research on ‘Russianism’ in English (Podhakecka
and Puitrowski 2003).
! Comparison between BNC, Oxford English Dictionary (OED), &
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English.
! 2 findings:
!

1) Half of 360 Russian loanwords occurred only once in the BNC and
only a few were very frequent.

!

2) Items selected by OED on the basis of etymology(語源学) exhibit
the same distribution pattern as items selected on the basis of
frequency in the BNC → Collocational patterns growing around
loanwords are significant.
⇒Intuition and corpus data do not always lead to different conclusions.

⇒“[a]ssimilation criteria based on frequency counts have
proved to be less reliable than previously thought, and alternative
criteria such as metaphor should also be taken into account” (Kurtboke
and Potter 2000: 99).

•

Corpora have been used extensively in lexical studies, with
an emphasis on collocation（コロケーション,共起表現) and
collocational meaning（意味領域との共起関係).

•

50 years of research.

•

Primarily introduced by J.R. Firth (1957): ‘I propose to
bring forward as a technical term, meaning by collocation,
and apply the test of collocability’ (Firth 1957: 194).

•

Quantitative, statistical approach(統計に基づいたコロケーショ
ン研究）.

•

Accepted by Halliday, Greenbaum, Sinclair, Hoey, Stubbs,
Partington, McEnery, Wilson, and Hunston.
• Sinclair: lexical collocation studies(語彙的コロケーション研究)→
Ideas of “semantic prosody” and “semantic preference.”
⇔Greenbaum: lexical, grammatical, and semantic collocation
studies (語彙の面だけでなく、文法的、また意味的なコロケーション研究).

Different approach on lexical studies	
a. Statistical:
•

Greenbaum (1974: 82) defined collocation as ‘a frequent cooccurrence of two lexical items(語彙項目) in the language.’→ But
no specification on how frequently the co-occurrence of two
lexical items should be to be considered a collocation.

•

Hoey (1991: 6-7) uses the term collocation only if a lexical item
appears with other items ‘with greater than random
probabilities(ランダムな確率) in its (textual) context.’

⇔
B. Grammatical:
•

Herbst (1996: 382) defines collocation as a frequent cooccurrence with particular grammatical class of words.
•

The collocation of a node word(中心語) with a particular
grammatical class of words is normally referred to as
colligation (1960s).

!

Without corpus linguistics, no collocation research would have
been possible!

!

Intuition as a poor guide to collocation (Refer to A1.5).
! Two noticeable examples of collocations:
!

A. ‘He has been doing research in corpus linguistics for 25 years.’

!

B. ‘He has been making research in corpus linguistics for 25 years.’

!

A. ‘We visited schools here and there.’

!

B. ‘We visited schools there and here.’

! Why?
!

‘Each of us has poor knowledge of the language, we have prejudices
and preferences, our memory is weak, our imagination is powerful (so
we can conceive of possible contexts for the most implausible
utterances), and we tend to notice unusual words or structures but
often overlook ordinary ones’ (Krishnamurthy 2000: 32-33).

!

Therefore, statistical evidence is a key in language studiesJ	

Michael Stubbs on Semantic meaning	
!

‘There are always semantic relations between node and
collocates, and among the collocates themselves’ (2002: 225).

!

Negative, rarely positive.

!

!

i.e.: ‘Commit’… suicide, a crime, a sin, etc. ‘End up’… hating, crying,
sleeping, etc.

!

Semantic Prosody (→ an idea introduced by Sinclair ): to express
speaker/ writer attitude or evaluation (Louw 2000: 58).
!

Strongly collocational in that it operates beyond the meaning of
individual word.

!

i.e.: ‘Personal’ and ‘Price’ ⇒ Neutral K ‘Personal price’ ⇒ Negative L

!

Result of the interplay between the item and its typical collocates.
!

The item does not appear to have an affective meaning until it is in the
context of its typical collocates. i.e. ‘awfully clever.’ → (-) + (+) = (+).

!

⇔ If a word has typical collocates with an affective meaning, it may take
on that affective meaning when used with atypical collocates. i.e. ‘kill the
time.’ → (-) + (+) = (+).

Semantic Preference: ‘a lexical set of frequently occurring
collocates [sharing] some semantic feature’ (ibid.: 449).
!

i.e.: ‘large’ → ‘quantities and sizes.’ i.e. number(s), quantities,
amount(s) etc.

Semantic Preference	

Semantic Prosody	

!

Relates the node item to
another item from a
particular semantic set.

!

Interaction between a given
node word and its
collocates.

!

Feature of collocates.

!

!

‘Contributes powerfully’ to
building semantic prosody
(Partington 2004: 151).

Affect wider stretches of
text.

!

Feature of the node word.

!

‘Dictates the general
environment which contains
preferential choices of the
node item’ (Partington
2004: 151).	

! Partington (1998: 68), Stubbs (2001a: 449) and Hunston
(2002: 142): Semantic prosody is connotational (言外の意
味).
! ⇔ Louw (2000: 49-50): ‘the force behind semantic prosodies
is more strongly collocational than the schematic aspects of
connotation.’

! Authors’ view: Connotation can be collocational or noncollocation whereas semantic prosody can only be
collocational.
! Note that lexical studies is important for morphological
analysis(形態分析) at the sub-lexical level not only for
morphologists, syntacticians, and lexicographers, but
also for all language learners.
! i.e. Distinction between ‘-ic’ and ‘-ical.’
! ‘Classical music’ or ‘Classic music’?
! ‘Classical literature’ or ‘Classic literature’?
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! Just like lexical studies, grammatical studies has also
exploited corpus data.
! Balanced representative corpus provides a reliable
basis for qualifying syntactic(統語論的) features of a
language or a language variety; useful in testing
hypothesis derived from grammar theory.
! A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language
as a milestone → Longman Grammar of Spoken and
Written English as a new milestone.
! Gives ‘a thorough description of English grammar,
which is illustrated throughout with real corpus
examples, and which gives equal attention to the ways
speakers and writers actually use these linguistic
resources’ (Biber et al. 1994: 45).	

Characteristics of new corpus-based grammar
! The availabilty of spoken English corpora has
provided new insights into spoken grammar.
! CANCODE corpus has ‘allowed authors to
discover many features of spoken grammar that
are absent or marginalized in written grammar.’
! Grammar of spoken language is radically
different from that of written language and thus
need to be modelled on the basis of spoken data
with no prior assumption that spoken and
written grammars share the same framework.	

	

Conclusion	
• All the linguists specified in this section has given
prominence to the close association between pattern
and meaning → ‘a resource for vocabulary building in
which the word is treated as part of a phrase rather
than in isolation’ (Hunston 2002: 106).
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